Explainer Videos

▶

An Answer To
“How Much For An
Explainer Video,
And Why?”

Introduction

How Much For A Video?
We’ve been answering the question “How much for an explanation video?” for about six years. As the popularity of video skyrockets with inbound and content marketing growth, the question is coming up even more. I’ve discussed it with Fortune 100
clients and tiny startups - sometimes on the same day. So I
thought spelling out the stages involved, and the reasons for
them, might be helpful to those contemplating the investment.
This is specifically about video that aims to explain - to engage
an audience, and help them understand and remember a complex subject. It’s not about getting 90 seconds of cute animation, or of the cheapest-possible video footage. As you’ll see,
much of the work involved isn’t actually video production.
I’ll use a made-up example - a secure, encrypted file-transfer
service called SecureClouds throughout this article. The principles apply to any subject. I hope you find this helpful.

--Matthew Dunn, Chief Explainer, Say It Visually

©2014 Say It Visually, Inc.
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Section 1

Learning And
Analysis

You Can’t Explain Something You Don’t
Understand.
The first big step in the job of explaining is learning and understanding. You can’t explain something you don’t understand.
You can “make a video” about a subject you don’t understand,
but it won’t make the subject more understandable. Don’t
agree? Read on.
Clients understand their product/service better than we ever
will, of course. A company like SecureClouds would have business and technical experts incredibly well-versed in what SecureClouds does and how it does it. But knowing a subject is
only part of explaining it well. In fact, I’ve found that companies
(and experts) frequently don’t explain their subject well; if they
do, the way they explain it isn’t necessarily suitable for a different medium like video.
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Let’s say George is the technical expert on SecureClouds, and
has explained it to most of their accounts. He probably has a
slide presentation - “a deck”. It’s most likely built of language (in
terse, imperative bullets), screen shots, and maybe a few diagrams. When he presents, most of his explanation depends on
spoken language; he uses words to explain the cryptography,
security, protocol, and so on. And it’s likely - perhaps inevitable

The Deck: Shoot ‘Em With Bullets.

- that he’ll use specialized or jargon terms that don’t mean to
the audience what they mean to him.
George understands super-encrypted file transfers, so he assumes that the audience understands more than they do. He’ll
use terms he thinks they know, and take conceptual jumps that
match his knowledge. They’ll ask questions, he’ll clarify (with
words); they’ll ask more questions, he’ll back up and try a different tack with different words.
Eventually, George will make SecureClouds clear to most of
them. They’re not going to walk out the door knowing what he
knows, but they’ll probably “get it.” And it probably takes an
hour or more.
If you step back from that archetype, you see this:
• Although most people are visual learners, most business
knowledge is presented through language.
• Back-and-forth interaction is key - the meaning and relationship of terms is iterated.
• “The Deck” doesn’t do the explanation job by itself. Without
George, it’s just slides. Probably bad slides.

Terse, Imperative, Declarative, Non-Narrative, Non-Visual
Ever seen a deck like this?

• If there are stories, they’re probably not presented visually,
and they’re probably “found not designed” - like war stories
that ‘sort of’ illustrate a point.
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• George has “the curse of knowledge.” He can’t un-know what
he knows.

• George’s approach is interactive; video isn’t. It can’t answer
questions and rephrase itself (yet).

If a company can get a face-to-face hour with every prospect,
they probably don’t need to invest in explanation content. But
that’s not how the world is paced now. Getting that hour has become very hard. People want to know that a subject is relevant
and valuable before committing time. That’s at least one of the
reasons for the rising popularity of explainer videos and other
high-density media tools. (Infographics come to mind, although
the majority of them aren’t really designed to explain a subject
as much as to get “eyeballs.”)

• The explanation structure that worked in language may, or
may not, lend itself to visuals or support a narrative arc.
• In other words, just turning George’s deck and speech into a
video won’t work. Content and form really can’t be separated.

The Deck: Visual Confusion

We’ve found over and over that clients have usually spent surprisingly little time looking at their product or service from their
audience’s point of view. They’re so focused on their business
proposition that they haven’t really articulated their value proposition; they can say WHAT their service does, but they skip over
WHY a client would want it.
The point here is, we can’t just take “the way George explains
it” - write down his verbal explanation, borrow his slides and put
that in a video-shaped can. It won’t work, for many reasons.
• George’s deck-and-talk is way too long; nobody sits through
an hour-long explanation video.

This would take 11 bullet slides. Better? (Not our visual...)
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So we have to actually learn the subject matter.
Our approach is, first, to spend a VERY long time in live conversation - informally labelled “kickoff calls.” We schedule a video
or audio call, lasting at least 2 to 3 hours, with a cross-section
of people from the company who understand the service or
product from different perspectives. We do as much “homework” as possible in advance – reading white papers, websites,
and industry background. We need the same give-and-take interaction, the same term-clarification and storytelling that
George usually does - only deeper. (Clients at large companies
tend to balk at 2-3 hour meetings. We insist. Really.)

what gets cut. It takes time to learn/define/decide. It’s very rare
for clients to know in advance exactly what they want to get
across, to whom. They’ve never had to be this succinct. That’s
why nobody’s listening.
After that, we spend quite a bit of additional time on more homework – reading, quick follow-up emails for clarification and occasionally a few more one-on-one conversations.

Short Analysis - Shorter Video

The pleasant surprise is that on nearly every project, clients
have said that the kickoff call alone changed their view of their
own product/service. We are there to learn the subject, but
we’re also trying to learn from and about their customers point
of view. We are not insiders; we don’t use the jargon and we
don’t have the curse of knowledge. We get to ask simple questions.
Most of the time those questions surface the fact that our clients hadn’t reached internal clarity about how they want customers to understand their service. George thinks the cryptography
is important, Sally thinks it’s ease-of-use, Fred thinks it’s their
price point. Nope, sorry. Saying everything = saying nothing,
and “everything” doesn’t fit in 2-3 minutes. YOU, dear client,
have to make up your mind about what’s most important and

“If you can’t explain it simply, you probably don’t understand it well
enough.” --Albert Einstein
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By the end of this stage, we provide a rigorous, short written
analysis, covering the situation, audience, business objectives,
intended use of the video/media and key concepts that the audience should grasp.
Written analysis sounds dry, I’ll grant you. But it keeps clients in
the drivers seat - “no, that’s not quite right.” It’s objective and
(within the limits of language) unambiguous. I also find that the
hard work involved understanding the subject and audience
well enough to restate it all in 2-3 pages is the best preparation
for the concept/creative work to follow.
We plan on 10-20 hours (@5 elapsed days) for learning and
analysis, on average. A few times it’s gone faster - either we’ve
known the subject area pretty well, or the subject/audience
analysis was already thoroughly defined. A few times it’s taken
MUCH longer - for us to ‘get it’, or for the client to decide what’s
really important, or both.
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Section 2

Creative Concept
Design
What Key Is This In?

Squishy Design Stuff
People have strange misconceptions about creative work and
concept development. Some think creative concepts aren’t necessarily related to their subject and audience. “Hi, nice to meet
you, tell me your concept for a video on a subject you know
nothing about.” Wow, is that dumb. Design concepts can’t be
cooked up a priori with no reference to the subject and audience. That’s not design - that’s canned styles and templates.
Others seem to think that concept and creative work is fun, and
consequently should be free. The divergent thinking, “ideation”,
collaboration and concentration involved in concept work is frequently fun. It’s also frequently maddening and frustrating. It’s
rarely if ever easy, though, and takes time, iteration and ability.
It’s not free, and shouldn’t be.
OK, sure. What the heck am I paying for, says the client. What’s
a “creative concept.”

A “Mood Board”. Words Don’t Do Everything.
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An effective explanation is a cognitive bridge that carries the
audience from what they know, to knowing something new. The
“concept” is the essential design of that bridge. A poor design
(bad concept) won’t be well anchored on either side and won’t
do the job.

Metaphors Make Sparks

Learning is associative; we build new knowledge in relation to
existing knowledge. One side of the bridge anchors in the audience’ existing knowledge; then we build new associations and
new structures from there to the other side.
That associative structure can’t be chosen arbitrarily. It has to
build to the desired destination - the concept-set or knowledge
on the other side of the gap. QED, the structure must relate to,
or derive from, significant aspects of the subject itself.
Sounds like a circular argument, doesn’t it? How do we build on
what the audience knows, so they end up “knowing” about this
new subject, by starting with the subject itself?
It is circular; so is the design process for concepts. It requires a
lot of jumping back and forth, looking for the associations and
structures to connect the two sides. (That’s one of the reasons
it’s not easy.)

Coil + Spark Plug = Neuron Activity. (never produced)
Do you know what a “coil” is? If not, it’s a useless simile.

The most useful and powerful cognitive tool for this kind of
work, I think, is metaphor and simile. Our inherent ability to
make meaning from “this is that” or “this is like that” associations is astonishing. Of course, metaphor and simile only work if
the compared-to thing is known to the audience - that’s the
existing-knowledge side of the bridge. If I use “snarfulous” as a
metaphor for SecureClouds encryption, and snarfulous is meaningless to you, it has no metaphorical value.
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On the other hand, sometimes a metaphor or simile can unlock
a subject in an almost magical way - a “generative metaphor”,
as the literature calls it, that continues to add meaning. (Gaia the “planet is an organism” hypothesis, is a great example of a
generative metaphor.)

Take a LIT 101 example for a second - cliché simile #64:

Metaphor is also all-too-easy to fumble as an explanation tool.
Direct (metaphor) or parallel (simile) comparison to existing
knowledge brings both the similarities and the differences to
bear. There’s a technical term in the metaphor literature - “entailment” - which basically means “the baggage that comes with
the comparison.”

• She’s pink, pretty, smells good - useful similarities, probably.

“She’s like a rose.”
That simile brings both useful and challenging points of comparison to the lady in question:

• She’s spindly, head too large for her body, kind of prickly maybe not what you intended?
Tough. Since “rose” is a priori knowledge in this case, if you
pick that simile you’re signing up to carry that baggage. You
may want audiences to ignore the parts of the simile that don’t
map to your subject, but then you’re going to be spending some
of your precious association-building time saying “hey, just ignore that and that and that.” If you pick the wrong simile or
metaphor, it’s all too easy to trip on your own entailment.
This bears directly on concept development, and why it’s tricky,
time-consuming and (when successful) extremely valuable.
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Back to our hypothetical for a moment:
“Our super-encryption is like a safe.”
“Our super-encryption is like an armored car.”
Natural comparisons (maybe), but specifics matter. What’s the
structural match-up between this specific super-encryption and
a safe? Or an armored car? A limited or surface comparison limits the cognitive utility of the simile; if it’s exhausted before they
really start grasping the new subject, the whole thing backfires.
It may be that “our superencryption is like a Fedex
shipment” does the job
better. The way people
already understand
Fedex shipments may
map beautifully to the SecureClouds encrypt-andtransfer. If so - then we’ve
got the heart of a useful
creative concept.
Sometimes a client has a
concept or simile in mind, and really wants to see it used. If that
concept can do all the cognitive work required of a good con-

cept - associations, structural comparison, lends itself to visualization and narrative - yippee, terrific.
Sometimes, though, it’s ego or corporate politics at work. “I’m
the client, I thought of this simile therefore it must be good and
you’re getting paid to do what I say.” That’s a no-win dynamic,
with only a few possible outcomes: fire the metaphor for cause,
or fire the client. Firing for cause involves making a reasoned
case for the shortcomings of the initial concept, and a convincing case for better alternatives. If that’s not acceptable, the client isn’t actually hiring for explanation work, and will be better
served by a whatever-you-want animation shop. Slick visuals
and video effects can’t make up for inadequate cognitive foundations any more than a poor bridge can be decorated into bearing higher loads.
I’ve found that the seeming dry-and-boring analysis from the
Learning stage is invaluable as an antidote to creative infatuation - ours or the clients. It’s very easy to fall in love with a metaphor or visual or even a style. They can promise all sorts of
creative possibilities - they have intellectual and aesthetic sex
appeal, basically. But there’s an objective job to be done - help
this audience grasp this subject. Taking that tempting simile and
painstakingly matching it up to the audience analysis, and the
key structures and attributes of the subject, forces us to assess
whether it will do the job and get the audience’ mind from here
to there.
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Metaphors and similes aren’t the only form or basis for creative
concepts. There’s more to a concept than just metaphor. More
broadly – and this is a very esoteric thought for which I apologize – not all metaphors and similes are linguistic. (I’ve got a
long-running skunk works project on a very technical topic; the
creative concept is a visual structure. I think it’s a metaphor, but
the relationship isn’t linguistic.)
A great metaphor may come in a flash, but it probably won’t.
The literature on creativity says, basically, that the only way to
get that flash is to work at it, hit the wall and cognitively “fail.”
You want a brilliant concept? Do the homework. You want to
write a great script. Sit down and write, and be ready to throw it
away.

We plan on “about a week” for concept work. There may be
other activities in that week, but really, that topic is our main
mental focus. There are frequent false starts, drafts, scribbles,
random-looking reading - all the seemingly-aimless activity
(which isn’t aimless, and is action not activity) of design work. A
really effective concept feels a little magical. It seems to unlock
the subject and make it clear in a nearly-effortless way. It also
makes the decisions about script, storyboards, style and so on
much easier. It’s always, always worth the work.
There’s also a natural client reaction to an effective concept “Oh, that’s so simple. Why did it take so long?” It’s useful to
have a first-floor office with locking windows at moments like
that. It’s very hard to make it that simple; you’re paying us to do
that work because your audience won’t.
Simple is harder. Simpler is better.
“Originality, selective emphasis, and economy are certainly not the
only criteria of literary excellence, but they proved to be a kind of
handy Mariners compass for the critic at sea; and the “law of in
folding” appears to be equally valid – and tantalizing – in science
as in art.”
--Arthur Koestler, The Act of Creation

“If everyone at a party speaks a different language” - from an
explanation video about universal remote-control devices.
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Section 3

Scripts and
Storyboards

Yet Another Three-Legged Stool
Once we’re clear on objectives and concepts that the video has
to convey, we need to write it. “Writing” in this form involves
more than just word, though.
The best explanations have three elements working together language, visuals and story. Each affects the other. It makes explanation design like “writing” with three hands at once, though;
if the verbal, visual and narrative aren’t coordinated, the result
isn’t going to be as effective.
We’ve had prospective clients, from time to time, ask if they can
lower costs by providing the script themselves. From a budget
perspective, it looks reasonable, but from an investment perspective, it’s not. If there’s no narrative structure in the writing,
it’s nearly impossible to force-inject story with visual elements
alone. Likewise, the visual elements are reduced to the status
of “illustrating what’s being said.” It’s not a great idea.
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Here’s a concrete example. I’m a huge fan of the whiteboard
video series created by the “Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce” - better known as
RSA, probably associated with “RSA Animate” for people who
have read this far. They’ve tackled some really big topics, with

RSA Animate:
Sir Ken Robinson, Changing Paradigms

some of the most engaging drawings I’ve seen in video work.
Color me partially green.
Many of the RSA Animate videos I’ve reviewed are “visuals built
to accompany an existing talk” - like this example. Few of them
have a narrative structure that runs across the whole video.
Why? Because they didn’t have the opportunity to develop the
script and the visuals together. The speaker was making a
speech, not writing a video. The speaker’s job in the speech
was not to write the script for an explanation, and they weren’t
asked to make trade-offs (or leverage gains to be had) between
verbal and visual elements.
Consequently, most of the RSA pieces I’ve seen don’t address
the subject as a whole visually or narratively because the speakers didn’t structure their talk that way. The RSA artists illustrate
the points and the parts as the speech goes, but not the bigpicture concept. That seems like a subtle point, or a nit. Perhaps. Perhaps not. I find them really engaging, but I don’t tend
to remember them. I recall little moments of the visuals, but not
“the main point.” Can you?

“This animate was adapted from a talk given at the RSA by Sir Ken
Robinson, world-renowned education and creativity expert and recipient of the RSA's Benjamin Franklin award.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U

In other words, in accepting the premise of “script is fixed, do
the best you can with visuals and if you can head-fake a narrative, go for it”, I think the RSA team has some major handicaps
- if the objective is to make the subject as clear as possible and
as memorable as possible. They don’t have full latitude to use
all of those elements together because the speaker (script
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writer) isn’t involved in the collaboration. (There may be RSA
pieces that are designed more as a whole that I haven’t seen. I
still they do amazing work, especially within those constraints.)
“The RSA Animate series was conceived as an innovative, accessible and
unique way of illustrating and sharing the world-changing ideas from the
RSA’s free public events programme.”

On the plus side - illuminating a different aspect of explainervideo costs - the RSA pieces illustrate a different point about
scripts and writing. I think one of the reasons that their “scripts”
(recorded speeches) are as good as they are is because
they’re SPOKEN. Not written-then-read-verbatim.

Scripts
That’s a backhanded way of returning to the earlier point “can
we reduce costs by writing the script ourselves.”
If we’re talking about a voiceover script, O Dear Client...how do
I put this nicely...you’re probably not going to write something
that reads well. It’s not the same kind of writing.
If you look at a script, or an actual transcript, you’ll see that
voiceover and dialogue is not “business prose.” The sentences
are short, almost choppy, and frequently formally/grammatically
incorrect. We interrupt each other, and ourselves. We comment
on what we’re saying, and because we’re doing that magic
tone-pace-and-sonic-structure dance called speaking, audiences keep track of it. It looks like this:
And we run our companies like this, by the way, we stigmatize
mistakes. And we’re now running national education systems
where mistakes are the worst thing you can make.
And the result is, we are educating people out of their creative
capacities.
Picasso once said this, he said that all children are born artists.
The problem is to remain an artist as we grow up. I believe this
passionately, that we don’t grow into creativity, we grow out of
it. Or rather we get educated out of it. So why is this?
(Transcript - Sir Ken Robinson: Do schools kill creativity? TED2006 http://www.ted.com/index.php/talks/view/id/66)
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That’s Sir Ken talking, not Sir Ken writing. We use language
quite differently in those two modes. I must confess, in doing
what I do, I’ve become fascinated by this gulf between how we
write and how we speak. People are frequently far, far more articulate speaking than writing, in fact. You put ‘em behind a keyboard and the easy flow, imagery, figurative language and other
so-called literary devices evaporate.

So, no, you can’t provide the script. Terrible idea. You know the
subject too well, you’ll probably write like it’s a legal brief, and
you almost certainly won’t take the time to be succinct.

That’s a polite way of backing into this: most business writing
stinks when you read it out loud. It’s convoluted and wordy. It’s
jargon-laden. It sounds false and stilted at best, and flat - no
rhythm, no structure, no mojo, baby.

We decided early on that getting clients to read script drafts out
loud would make a huge difference. Then we learned that most
of them cheat and don’t do it, even when we ask. (What a peculiar thing; we won’t hesitate to speak out loud, but reading out
loud is awkward?) So we started sending recorded voiceovers
before handing over written scripts.

"I am sorry I have had to write you such a long letter, but I did not
have time to write you a short one" --attributed to Blaise Pascal,
Seneca, Thomas Jefferson and others.

One of the things you should be paying for (I think) is writing
that’s effective for the form in which it’s to be used. If you’re going to have a video with a voiceover (most common form), it
should be written for voiceover. The sound of words matters.
Cadence matters. Repetition matters. Trivial though it sounds,
the fact that viewers don’t get to look backwards and forwards
makes spoken language very different from writing.
Voiceover is not business prose, and it takes time to write. It’s
more “speech design” than writing, if that distinction makes
sense.
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Storyboards And Motion
If we’re ‘writing’ in both words and pictures, then it’s not necessarily words then pictures. Each affects the other in the end
video, so they really should evolve in concert.
“Storyboards” are a standard tool in film and video; creating and
revising a series of still images is still the most flexible and costeffective way to plan eventually-moving footage. They’re a design tool for language/dialogue, visual elements, and narrative
flow. (If you find the subject at all interesting, read Scott
McCloud’s wonderful book “Understanding Comics.” Comics the most highly-evolved storyboard form...)

Storyboards run the gamut from crude to art, but they’re indispensable. They take time, yes, but not nearly as much as they
save. Storyboards, at least for us, are the key design step for
the visual-communication elements of an explanation.
As ‘visual drafts’, storyboards are invaluable in bringing visual
communications concepts and principles into view. I’ve seen storyboards from film directors (search “Guillermo Del Toro storyboards”) that look like finished art. Others are more napkinsketch level. I frequently use a whiteboard, and snap digital pictures when I’m happy with what’s captured there. Even if it
looks like chicken puke (frequent), it captures a bunch of thinking and planning.
To make visuals clear, meaningful and memorable takes forethought. The viewer is going to experience a sequence of images - some in motion, some not. Storyboards are a tool and
process for planning that sequence for maximum impact. There
may be studios that don’t bother with storyboarding; digital animation tools are so quick and so flexible, it’s easier to just animate - or so goes the argument. I’m not so sure.
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There’s a principle in economics - “we waste what’s abundant” that bears on this. The digital tools available for animation make
some things easy (“abundant”) that used to be hard - and
there’s a natural tendency to use (waste) them as a result. Motion, for example, is now ‘abundant.’

Storyboards are a tool to avoid being seduced by the easy or
abundant, and an aid to focusing on what’s actually important.
I’ll give you the most seemingly-trivial example ever: left and
right. When we’re storyboarding an explanation, I almost always end up thinking about how we’re going to use left vs right,
and up vs down, in explaining whatever it is we’re explaining.
The reason it matters - the reason it’s useful - is because left
and right are NOT the same in our culture. We read left to right.
We’ll see the thing on the left FIRST, and the thing on the right
SECOND. Left-to-right motion is (usually) a natural flow; rightto-left is upstream, with effort and energy involved.

Everybody’s Magazine - July to October 1917
Animators At Work

Moving a ball across the screen was work in the pen-and-ink
days of animation ; doing the same thing in Flash or After Effects takes a few clicks - it’s easy. So, as a result, there’s stuff
flying in and out willy-nilly in many purportedly explanationfocused videos. Because it’s meaningful? Or because it’s
easy?
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As I said earlier - learning is associative, we build knowledge on
knowledge. Storyboard arguments about left and right, or up
and down, or font weight, bear directly on creating as much understanding as possible in a short time and a small space.
So when we spend 5-15 elapsed days on scripts and storyboards, we’re aiming to be as clear as possible so our clients
reach as many of those impatient customers as they possibly
can. Of course it can be done more quickly, but at a cost - lower
value of the artifact (video), less impact in the market.
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Section 4

Style

What Is Style?
“Style should not be the feather in our cap, but the feather that
guides the arrow.”

I heard that attributed to B. Iden Payne (theatre prof at the University of Texas) long ago. The style of an explanation plays a
role in its effectiveness, but style is a means to the end of audience engagement and understanding - or should be. If the style
itself becomes the point, the topic is no longer the point and it’s
no longer an explanation.
(Sidebar: style is a funny thing. We all know what it means, but
defining it is surprisingly hard. Try it yourself.)
The RSA Whiteboard videos created a little mini-trend in the explainer video world for a while; I’ve seen one explainer-video
company who explicitly said (on their website) “We got so tired
of people asking for whiteboard videos we created a division to
do them.” For the right subject, to the right audience, a whiteboard video may be the best stylistic choice. For other subjects
or other audiences, it may not.
As far as I know, there’s no formula by which to look this up “Oh, super-encryption? That should be done with Style X.” You
are (or should be) paying your explainer-video company to
make that decision for you.
Alternative character sketches created to explore the style for a
company-internal explanation of a $16B merger.
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Yes, you can play the paying-client card and say “This should
be a whiteboard video” or stop-motion or whatever. If you don’t
connect that to better clarity or increased audience engagement
or your corporate brand style guidelines (in other words, if you
don’t have a reason for the style choice), it’s a dumb card to
play. You probably don’t know as much about it as they do; why
pay for expertise and ignore it?
There are explainer-video companies that only work in one
“house” style. I understand the economics behind it - “we know
how to create things this way (so it’s cheaper/easier/faster), and
people have liked past work, QED this is our house style.” I
don’t know their actual rationale. From the outside, it looks like
ego or laziness or both. Paper cut-outs, or Flash characters, or
any other style may be great for one subject, and a poor choice
for another.

If you’re the client, you should get style options driven by your
subject and audience - and your company brand guidelines.
It’s worth noting that language is a stylistic choice as well. For a
highly-technical subject, to a highly-technical audience, there
may be a pace, tone and structure that’s right. For the same
subject, different audience - or same audience, different subject
- language should be handled differently.
The amount of time we spend on artwork and design for the purpose of nailing down style varies widely. Sometimes it’s just obvious; other times, elusive. Working and reworking style options adds cost but usually doesn’t increase the budget; figuring
when to say “OK, we’ll go with this” is a constant challenge.
Do these things matter? Is it worth spending extra hours getting color palette just right, or redrawing a figure for the hundredth time? Times have changed - Apple, more than any cultural force, pushed the value of design to the forefront. There’s
a bit more tolerance for that - but it’s a constant tension with
budgets regardless.
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I’m not suggesting that brand style should completely dictate explanation style, by the way. One of the most miserable projects
we ever completed was done for two household-name brands,
collaborating on a single project. Company A forced Company
B to match the Company A corporate style book, and the result
was a slick, meaningless commercial that clarified nothing. And
Company B was actually paying the bill! Never again...

This is an actual slide from a corporate style book. I don’t know
whether to laugh or hang it on the wall. You?
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Section 5

Sound Design

Voiceover
It’s more common than not for explanation videos to have a
voiceover – a verbal narrative that accompanies the visuals for good reason. Spoken language is astonishingly nuanced
and meaningful. It’s not required, but frequently a voiceover is
the best choice.
If your explanation video provider recommends using a voiceover, the choice of voiceover artist is a key stylistic decision.
That voice has a huge bearing on audience engagement and
attention.
Fortunately, it’s increasingly easy to choose from a wide range
of voiceover artists. The recording, physical studio, and transfer
mechanisms required for voiceover have gotten both better and
cheaper. That’s not to say that recording and production equipment is the same thing as talent and experience. In a nutshell,
the talent still matters the most.
There are a few pragmatic production points about voiceover
worth noting. Voiceover artists are relatively expensive if you
think in terms of minutes. A 2 to 3 minute voiceover can easily
cost $200, $300, or even $500. That’s fine, and reasonable
given what they do to produce a good voice over and given the
value it adds to a project. But there’s a little more to it than that.
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At the risk of stating the obvious, voices are unique. If you hire
Mandy to record the voice over for your explanation video,
changes have to be done by Mandy. In my experience – and
again reasonably so – voiceover artists charge as much for revisions and retakes as first takes. (It can take as much time to
change one little word as to record several minutes.) We take
for granted how much we hear in a voice – gender, age, size,
emotional state, physical state (energy, fatigue). So you can’t
fake it later to make changes - Mandy has to re-record it, and
only Mandy.
I mention Mandy for good reason. The voiceover artist with whom
I’ve worked most frequently is Mandy Nelson (of Dandysound).
She’s got a great voice – “voices” – and a genuine audio engineering pedigree to boot. But the real reason I go to Mandy whenever
possible is between her ears. She’s smart, and as a result her
voiceover work is smart. That makes all the difference in making it
good for explanation work - and that should be one of your criteria
in selecting your voice.

talent. He’s not the right choice for every project, but it’s great
to have the ability to re-record or “patch” projects that involve
frequent changes. The more volatile the project, the more likely
we are to stay in-house for voiceover, so that we can change if
the client/project require it.
The last note about voiceover worth understanding – again, not
obvious – is that animation or motion graphics are generally
keyed to the voiceover, not the others way around. The voiceover artist doesn’t watch an animation track and narrate to the
animation. Rather, the animators listen to the voiceover, and
adapt frames and timing to it. The voiceover is usually the “master clock” of the video.

I warn clients that voiceover is one of the most “brittle” pieces in
the production equation. You can bend a recorded voiceover a
little bit – speed this section up, take out a pause there – but if
you bend it very much, it breaks. It sounds wrong or off or not
genuine – because of how much we hear in the voice.
In our particular case, having a trained actor/singer on staff,
plus the requisite technology, gives us an in-house voiceover
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Music
Music is perhaps the most emotionally powerful element in a
video. A music track can fundamentally shift the feel and meaning of a video (and voiceover.) The “right” piece of music makes
all the difference. (My opinion - music is almost solely an emotional element; it’s rare for music to serve a rational – communication function.
Unfortunately, music is too-frequently used to cover up poor design in explanation videos. A vapid, meaningless series of moving images seems compelling when carried along by a punchy

hip-hop track. That doesn’t mean that the actual job of explanation is being done. Here’s an acid test: do you still get something out of the video with the sound turned off? Are the visuals
alone interesting? Informative? Compelling? Do you remember
the subject five minutes later, or the next day?
Music tracks are also a tricky legal topic in explainer videos. Unfortunately, illegal use of music in videos is very common –
thanks, YouTube denizens. A business commissioning an explanation video can’t ignore legalities. You may want to use “Yesterday” in your explanation video on encryption, but the Beatles
(or whoever owns the rights now) would have every right to sue
you.
In an ideal world, of course, we have an in-house composer
and orchestra to write/play custom music for every explanation.
(It might drive the cost up a bit!)
Absent that solution, there are a wide range of licensing options
– everything from free tracks to what’s called “production” music.
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Your explanation video studio should know their way around
both the legal terrain and the resource terrain. If they don’t have
hundreds or thousands of possible options for music, they don’t
know what they’re doing. If they agree to use “Yesterday”, they
don’t know what they’re getting you into AND they don’t know
what they’re doing.

Even with hundreds-to-thousands of production tracks on-hand,
there’s an enormous amount of time (and taste and brainpower)
involved in selecting the right track. Flipping through tracks looking for “the right one” is amazingly difficult, even mind-numbing,
and there’s no good way to make it go faster. You can’t “glance”
at music, you have to listen. So when you add music to a video,
you’re adding cost even if the music is free.
Let me restate that for emphasis. Picking the right track from
thousands takes multiple hours of concentration and work, and
there’s no shortcut. If you want a music track that makes the
video more effective at engaging viewers and carrying them
through the explanation, you will be paying for someone to
make the ‘design choice’ of the best music track.
So audio (Voiceover + Music) can run from a few hours, if everything falls in place, to half a week of elapsed time. We earmark
5-20 hours for unknown projects.
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Section 6

Visuals: Art,
Motion, Animation

Network

Devices

Logs

Drawn vs Captured
Explanation videos have a purpose - helping an audience understand something, right? The visuals - art and motion - serve
that end. Sounds obvious, but those visual elements should be
designed and/or selected for that job first and foremost.
Images and motion captured from reality - photographs and footage - aren’t always the best choice. It’s simple and cheap, for
example, to put George on camera and have him explain SecureClouds. No script, no voiceover, no artwork - just let
George talk!
George’s face and physiognomy are a result of his DNA and history, though. They’re not designed to do the job of explaining
cryptography. As visuals, their main contribution to the explanation job is that their motion is coordinated with the audio. (Look
- when George talks, his lips move. Cool!) Gestures help a bit,
but they’re punctuation more than language, even at their best and most people on camera are gesture-light. His face and
body aren’t contributing much to the explanation - they’re just
there. They may well detract or distract.
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People process visuals faster than language - 60,000x according to Forrester. Using George as a visual may be cheap and
easy, but it leaves a dominant communication element (visuals)
contributing relatively little. Nobody exercises design control
over George - he looks how he looks, smiles how/when he
smiles, done. If he happens to look like someone’s Uncle Pete,
they have a bunch of cognitive static that has nothing to do with
the subject.
It’s a bias, to be sure, but images from reality (and video footage) are another case of “use because they’re abundant.” That
doesn’t mean they’re well-suited to the job. My general perspective is that people-shots in explanation work are more “EQ” -

Shot from “Image Rights Explained Visually’

emotional quotient - than IQ. We have deep and complex emotional response to people. That’s wonderful material to work
with if it suits the objectives at hand. If not - it’s distracting.
Thanks to diverse clients and subjects, we’ve had the opportunity to use a wide range of visual styles and production methods to explain subjects - quite literally everything from pencil
sketches and painting through to digital 3D. There are stacks of
books (and experts, who don’t tend to stack as neatly) weighing
in on the efficacy of different visual techniques.
Since I can’t summarize them all here, I get to state my own
conclusions based on actually making these things. Here ‘tis:
“The simpler the better.”

Storyboard for “Image Rights Explained Visually”
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Assuming that the subject matter, and the external-but-relevant
style considerations (brand, business objectives) allow it, the
least possible detail tends to do the job best. Line drawings, in
particular, are incredibly effective in explanation work. (I think
one of the reasons the whiteboard style is so popular is the
simple-with-charm line drawings.)
If you think about it, it seems axiomatic. What is a line drawing,
after all, but “the simplest possible visual for your brain to see
X.” It doesn’t take much to make a line drawing of a fish, but the
viewer’s noggin supplies nearly all of the meaning you’re after. I
draw line; you see “fish”, and your brain is filling in most of what
“fish” is about. I suspect, without data, that line drawings are
processed and resolved even more quickly - again, axiomatic.

Think of it this way. A single drawing - the proverbial blank canvas - puts all of the principles, options and choices of visual
communication into play. When you ask a company to create a
minute of video, you’re asking them to coordinate about 1,500
of them to get your point across. Yes, a minute of video (1,500
“drawings”) can be created cheaply or easily or automatically but is that going to do the job of conveying meaning which (in
theory) you’re hiring it to do?

Artwork and design for explanation deserves much more discussion, of course; Tufte, Alberto Cairo, Manuel Lima and scores of
authors (and artists) have begun the body of literature the subject deserves.
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Character Design
Not all explanation videos involve characters, but most do. This
deserves its own book, but briefly, character design is a special
aspect of the time and cost involved in explanations. You can
pick stock characters off the digital shelf; for some explanations, that’s perfectly fine. In other cases, character may be too
central to the business/explanation objectives to be handled
that way.
I think of character design as an intersection point between visuals and narrative. If the story is really, really key in the overall

explanation design, character is likely to matter more (and justify more of an investment.)
We’ve created explanations where the character really was the
metaphor (a talking smartphone, in the sketches shown); we
sketched, argued and iterated on that character for days because he was so central to the explanation working and “sticking.” For other projects, that kind of investment wasn’t organically required - the explanation depended on other elements.
Characters - when they’re successful - are a memory device
like no other, because they become something very much like a
relationship.
Character design is hard. It’s an art.
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Motion
In the emerging literature about visual communications, motion
isn’t very well covered yet. Saint Edward (Tufte) touches on it
very little. The data visualization folks bump into a bit more, but
they tend to come at motion rather bluntly - yes, it’s cool to navigate a network diagram in 3-d space, but is that the best way to
get at the meaning in that diagram?
Yet it’s “cheap and easy” to make things move with the creative
tools available to even the smallest explanation-video studios.
So there’s a lot of motion.

Operational flow in a restaurant...

In broad strokes, I think a few things haven’t converged yet.
Principles of motion and meaning in different domains - movies/
cinema, theatre, animation, “computer graphics” / CGI focus
substantially on narrative and storytelling. Story is an important
dimension of explanation, but not the only one.
As a result, clients are paying for creativity and exploration and
“craft.” That’s more expensive than formulaic solutions, of
course. As (or if) effective principles for motion in this form become clearer, they’ll get easier - and then at some point they’ll
be automated.
As noted earlier - movement is a “cheap” resource in most digital forms, and as a result, it’s not always used thoughtfully to
achieve the goals for a given piece. We play a zero-sum game

Built up through motion, mapping to an IT standards diagram.
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with audience attention. Something that’s easy but distracting
may subtract from a more important but less-flashy aspect of
the work.
This is particularly true, I think, of excessive entry/exit of objects. It’s absurdly easy to fly things in and out, but it requires
the viewer to remember and relate those things, if there is in
fact a relationship between them. It violates one of Edward
Tufte’s constant bits of advice about putting things ‘within eyespan’ so a viewer can see them together, facilitating comparison and relationship.
Composition may be out of fashion as a word, but it’s a natural
tool in this domain. Visuals made of visuals (composition) can
bring together layers and levels of meaning in way that’s perfectly natural to a viewer if they’re moved with that end in mind.
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Section 7

Video Production

Editing and Animation
It only took about 6,000 words to get to “video.” That indicates
just how much of the work involved in an explanation video isn’t
“video production”. Now that we’re there, it’s worth touching on
what’s involved in production.
There are myriad tools for creating and editing digital video. Today’s free-with-the-OS video editors (iMovie, Windows Movie
Maker), web-based video editors (e.g. Animoto) and even
mobile/tablet video editors have capabilities that TV studios not
so long ago barely had. Higher up the cost scale, paid/pro tools
for video editing do things Huntley & Brinkley never dreamed
possible (look ‘em up.) Unfortunately, they’re creating the same
crap-trap in video that word processing and fonts created in writing @25 years.
There’s a natural cycle in digital tools of function aping form.
People write documents, so word-processing software; people
created viewfoils on computers, so Powerpoint. As a result, creating something that resembles the form becomes easy (“abundance” principle), but resemblance can surface not substance.
Put more succinctly: word processors don’t write; Powerpoint
doesn’t present, and video editors don’t edit. Tools make it easy
to substitute an effect for an idea or decision. (If you’ve ever
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started a presentation by picking your Powerpoint template, you
know the slippery slope.)
Animation is entering the same cycle. Five years ago, Flash
(the tool, not the format) was the entry-level option for digital animation. Now there’s a free-to-paid animation tool for every platform - desktop, web, even mobile. Not everybody can draw, so
here are libraries of figures. Not everyone knows how to animate a walk cycle, so here are some built-in actions.
These are great steps IF they do the communicative job you
ask them to do; if you don’t know what you’re trying to say with
them, they’re just Powerpoint templates. Animation tools don’t
animate.
Animating and editing are painstaking work. They are, by nature, repetitive and focused. The animator working to a voiceover hears that voiceover dozens, sometimes hundreds of
times as they create and adjust the visuals and motion to
match. The editor working through footage sees it over & over;
snip, tuck, play; snip, tuck, play.
There’s a tricky chain effect, too; the adjustment HERE can affect something you did earlier. (I’m not referring to technical impacts - although that can happen - so much as style and meaning impacts.) Watch the editing sequence in Fosse’s “All That
Jazz” - he really does make the movie funnier, but it’s painstaking.

By the time a client sees a couple of minutes of video, the people involved in creating it have handled every word, visual and
frame many, many times. It’s just the reality of the form - hours
of work for every finished minute.
We’re all a bit spoiled, I think. We blow through 1, 2 or 120 minutes of video without having to care about the hours someone
worked to make it that good. We make the “good stuff” a frame
of reference, and then transfer that frame of reference to a different case - Hollywood expectations, iMovie budgets.
At the same time, there’s a different side-effect of this video
‘saturation’ that is difficult to understand, and to accommodate.
We can work through concepts, scripts, storyboards and voiceovers with clients in minute detail.
It all goes out the window the minute they see actual footage.
Word changes, style changes, visual changes, voiceover retakes - the requests just fly the minute there’s something to
watch. It’s a somewhat natural reaction, up to a point. Learning
to “run the movie in your head” takes practice, but it also takes
that scarcest commodity - concentration.
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Video Technology
Digital video is still technically convoluted. The higher-end tools
for creating video are as (or more) complex than softwaredevelopment platforms; using them effectively takes similar
skills. Editing and production are likewise still quite technical.
File sizes (big), file formats (myriad), file transfer (tricky due to
size) and integration with other apps and services all come into
play, and require digital tech-savvy.
The same goes for video distribution. The Internet wasn’t built
to handle video and there’s a lot of technical “handling” behind
the scenes involved in making it work well. The video you usually see in digital form is highly compressed; choosing the right
“codecs” (compression/decompression standards) is still fairly
technical. Even video ‘hosting’ (YouTube is an example) still
takes IT skills.
Video content is not a “native” form of web content. Words are;
images are; video isn’t. The billions of videos viewed on the
Internet now are nearly all “embedded” – a separate program
referenced by a webpage plays a video from somewhere.
When you view a video on a web page, the video is probably
sent from a service separate from the web server; YouTube videos “come from” YouTube, not your web server. While this is
slated to change with HTML5, it’s not that simple yet. Deliver-

ing text and graphics well is technically “easy” (ignoring a bunch
of amazing work in that statement); delivering video well is still
technically tricky.
It’s a loose analogy, but I’ve come to think of video as a separate form of media from Web-page content. “A video” can sit on
your web page, but it can also be picked up from there and put
on my page - or on LinkedIn or Facebook. I raise the analogy
to make an organization-and-resources point; tackling video
takes enough technical work that involving IT or some outside
resource (e.g. your web-design firm) is probably a smart move.
We’ve had quite a few clients do very little with the explanation
video they paid for because they under-resourced and underestimated this. Getting “a video” in place isn’t as complicated
as getting the company web site done - but it’s not as simple as
printing a Word doc. I suspect content-marketing agencies are
going to increasingly fill this gap between technology and content. That’s a good fit, as they’ll focus on getting value from the
content and make the technology the means-to-an-end it
should be.
We figure 10-30 hours for video production, review, editing,
“handling” transfer, etc. Most of this comes as a result of client
change requests near the end.
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Section 8

Investment
Decision

Why Video?
A 2-minute video is:
@3,000 visual frames
@2 minutes of audio (voiceover + music)
@300 words of spoken voiceover
The word count is usually the jarring figure; 300 words is less
than a page of single-spaced text. “White papers” covering
complex topics routinely run 5,000 words and up, and it really
isn’t uncommon for a company to want an explanation video to
do the job white papers no longer do. How do you compress
5,000 words into 300?
Answer: you don’t. Visual communication in those moving
frames carry much (sometimes most) of the meaning. Obviously those 3,000 frames aren’t discrete images. They wouldn’t
be visible or meaningful. But “120 seconds of moving visuals”
doesn’t quite describe it, either, as it doesn’t encompass the
information-conveying capacity of imagery.
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Dr. James McQuivey of Forrester has made a few statements
about video and visuals that folks in the video business (like
me) love - that people process visuals 60,000 times faster than
language, and that a minute of video conveys as much information as 1.8 million words. It’s probably true at a neural level. I
think the targets for explanation video are simultaneously more
modest and more ambitious, though.
A 3.6 million word book would be quite a read. You wouldn’t remember every word; at best you’ll take away new understanding or memories of some sort. Likewise, a 2-minute explanation video doesn’t aim to make every frame and swoosh memorable; there’s an objective set of things that the viewer, ideally,
understands and remembers.

What you’re after with an investment in explanation material is
a relatively high level of mental engagement by viewers, sufficiently vivid and clear to reshape their thinking and memory.
That sounds a little Clockwork Orange, but that’s just phrasing.
You want them to “get it” and - if it’s relevant to them - seek
more. Comments like this (unsolicited on YouTube) are the
goal:
I used many different resourced while studying for the ITIL Foundations exam, but this video was the one that helped me most on the
exam. Thank you SO much for explaining how everything works
and helping me pass :)

This investment in communication design and planning has a
cause; we didn’t always go to these lengths. But now we’re surrounded by screens, and connected directly to the largest collection of knowledge in history; “information-overloaded” doesn’t
begin to capture it.
Responsibility for clarity is more and more the job of the communicator than the recipient. It always has been, you could say,
but that’s not quite true. When there’s only one product/service
for your need, you’ll sort through the documentation to understand it. (e.g. Excel) When there were a few competitors, you’ll
look over the brochures and make time for the sales pitches.
Now, there are seemingly 10,000 alternatives for anything. The
one that’s easiest to understand is more likely to get your busi37

ness - or at least, get your attention long enough to get a shot
at your business.
George Gilder pointed out some time back that we used to treat
the customer’s time as an externality - as if it didn’t matter. Now
“no one will be able to tease or trick you into watching an ad.
Your time is too precious, and you are too powerful.”1 To make
the most of that attention, we have to be as clear as possible in
as short a time as possible. While it’s not the right form for all
subjects or all audiences, in many cases video, as the best
combined-media format commonly available, is the best means
to that end.

Explanation Investment
So - what should you spend on - or invest in - explanation
video? Let’s total up the math from this lengthy riff.
Learning and Analysis"
Creative Concept Design"
Scripts and Storyboards"
Style Design"
Sound Design"
Art, Animation, Motion"
Video Production"
Totals/Range:!

10-20 hours
10-20 hours
20-40 hours
10-20 hours
5-20 hours
20-60 hours
10-30 hours
85 - 200 hours

Given the combination of skills involved, and the level of thinking required (or merited), this isn’t entry-level work. It’s a wide
range:
85 hours * $50/hr = $4,250
200 hours * $100/hr = $20,000
(Try getting a competent motion-graphics artist or video editor
for $100/hr - that’s a conservative rate!)
Those ranges aren’t far off the estimates provided in a longrunning Quora thread on roughly the same question:
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http://www.quora.com/Demo-Videos/How-much-does-a-product
-video-cost
“typical video company, charging $7k-10k”
“ from $2,500 to $25,000 depending on the length, detail and extras”
“from $5,000 - $8,000 for 60 seconds”
“Anywhere between $2k - $20k”
“$3,000 - $20,000 for design and animation”
“Below 5k, the quality is likely to be poor enough you might as well do it
yourself.”

That’s only half the equation, though. “What does it cost” has to
be balanced against “what might we gain?”
Here is a formula for discussion:

E/C * LTV = G
E = Exposure. How many people are going to see it?
C = Conversion. What % of viewers will change behavior
having seen it?

Say your service is business-to-business, and the lifetime value
of a new customer is $20K. If you can get 10 people a week
(500 a year) to view the video, and 1 of them ‘converts’ (C =
10%), that’s a million-dollar-a-year video. (500/10 = 50 * $20K
= $1,000,000)
Or say your service is business-to-consumer, with an LTV of
$200. If your exposure is 10 people per week, at 10% conversion, (500/10 = 50 * $200 = $10,000).
Or - a different use of explanation video - what’s the impact of
everyone in a 12,000 person company having a 1% better understanding of the company strategy? Salary * .01? That’s a
$12M video. (That’s based on an actual project - we created a
video explaining the core business strategy to all employees at
a major energy company.)
If there are 12 people on a jury deciding a $50M patent case,
there’s $4M riding on each person’s understanding of the IP.
In other words - you’re really making a decision about the value
of ‘portable understanding’, and the potential to change more
minds and gain more business. Video is a way to do that; it’s
arguably the most potent per-minute persuasive medium, but
it’s a means, not an end.

LTV = Lifetime Value of the changed behavior.
G = Gain.
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I hope this glimpse of the process we’ve evolved for explanations provides some useful guidance. While the SecureClouds
example is hypothetical, the key principles and steps aren’t - in
fact, in writing this I was struck by how much of this isn’t videospecific at all.

Attention and understanding are just going to get scarcer. It’s
inevitable, really. It’s in the nature of digital media that copies
and variations multiply. We’re long past the point of keeping up;
every connected consumer and decision-maker has too much
information to take in. They simply can’t allot much time to understanding each new proposition. Investing in making the most
of that scarce time is vital. For many subjects (not all), combining words and visuals and stories is the best way to do that.

Explanation is a design job. We happen to “design” mainly for
video. A writer, an illustrator, a speaker or presenter are going
to take most of these steps in crafting their end results. So are
you, if you decide to do the job yourself.

Every new subject is a fascinating challenge, with concepts and
audiences, brand and business goals in a new mix. We’re
happy to discuss a project and see if we can tackle it, or to recommend alternatives if we’re not the right option.

Wrap-Up

The range of disciplines involved in video is pretty daunting. It
takes learning, analysis, writing, visual design, artwork, animation or footage, editing, and a bunch of technical “wrapping” to
pull those pieces together. Tools are making it easier, but as
I’ve stressed throughout, tools don’t do the job themselves. Coordinating those media elements so they’re working together is
a complex job best done by humans.

Closing sidebar: Yes, I’m well aware of the irony of writing about
explanation video. We thought an explainer video about explainer
videos would come off cute, trite and self-serving, so we wrote this
instead.

It’s pretty clear that “explainer video” is becoming mainstream;
it’s not surprising, considering how effective video can be if designed for that purpose. Great explainer video works 7x24, and
(if designed that way) stays ‘evergreen’ and valuable for a long
time.
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Matthew Dunn is Chief Explainer and co-founder of
Say It Visually® - The Explanation Agency®.
Email: matthew@sayitvisually Twitter: @DrMatthewDunn
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/drmatthewdunn/

The company has created hundreds of videos, visuals and presentations, on many subjects, in many styles, for many clients,
ranging from startup to NGO to Fortune 100.
Email: sales@sayitvisually " Twitter:@SayItVisually
LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/company/say-it-visually-?trk=company_name
Service details and portfolio: www.sayitvisually.com
Or call us at (888) 618-9088 for help being understood.
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